July 24, 1993
Note:
We met at the beautiful and peaceful. home of Lynda and Tom DeHart, with OMEGA members from
Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee present.
The following messages were given at the meeting.
JEY Is here and comes with the understanding that those of you who are here for the meeting of the OMEGA
have come with the understanding that you, as members of OMEGA, are important in the scheme of things which
are to come. As you are here together, it is asked that you be in a time of prayer and meditation because what is to
be said is of importance to you as OMEGA.
We who are in Spirit have gathered here with you for a purpose. We have called you together for a purpose. And
with that in mind, understand that we who have come in Spirit have prepared for you a feast of information that is to
be given for you.
We do not come for the purpose of simply taking over the meeting that you have gathered for; but we come
rather to add emphasis to the meeting, because it is this meeting that is going to further bind you in your purpose on
the Earth Plane.
We would ask you now to simply open your hearts and minds to what is to be given. Do not attempt, at this
time, to understand why but simply to allow this information to be given to you. As it has been said in the past,
these are indeed days of great events upon the Earth. These are days of great events in the country in which you live.
. .the country which you call America. These are great events that will affect many lives; and you who have chosen
to fulfill the promise to be OMEGA on the Earth Plane will undertake new responsibilities.
Allow JEY to say that JEY does come in the will of the Creator. JEY does come as gatekeeper for the OMEGA.
And you must understanding that you have the ability to understand the truth in what is said here. We do not come
simply to entertain, but we come to give you information that will be a basis for what you will attempt to
accomplish in the time to come.
First, allow JEY to say this to each of you. When you attempt to gather in an OMEGA meeting, you prepare
yourselves mentally, emotionally and spiritually for such a meeting. You have given thought to this; you have made
a decision to attend. That in itself would prepare you to receive the information which is to be given. And so JEY
can tell you that you have open hearts and open minds to receive that which is given.
But JEY would tell you that you must never let down that which is the guard for your own spirit. JEY continues
to remind you that you have the right to accept or reject all that is given, . with the prayer that you be able to
discern the Truth in such. And so we who come in Spirit ask you to continue in this practice, and that you pray that
you be able to discern the truth not only in what you hear but in what you read.
And so JEY comes with much love and concern for each of you. JEY can allow you to know that perhaps in the
time ahead you will have to undergo much that will be a trial for you. So JEY would ask you simply now to prepare
to receive that which would be a strengthening of resolve for you, a strengthening of the Spirit Within you.
As you are aware, there has been much information given in recent times by the one who as come to you as
Messenger. That one comes with much information of importance to you; and often those of you who are spirit-inBody are greatly blessed by those messages which have been brought. JEY would ask that you allow the Spirit
Within you now to come forward and take the lead in your thinking at this moment in order that the one who comes
to you as Messenger may come now to communicate through the one who is serving as instrument.
Do not look upon the instrument as anything except that which is an instrument for the Creator, because each of
you in some way serve as an instrument for your Creator. You have been given many gifts and you share those gifts
in many ways. This one has been given the responsibility to allow this information to flow through her voice and
mental self; and so we would take advantage of such opportunity now to speak with many of you as you gather. We
would ask you now to remain in a state of meditation and allow your heart and mind to be open to receive the one
who will come now as Messenger. Be at peace.
AMEN! Peace be with you and know that you are in the will of the Creator as you come here today; and know
that this one who comes to you is indeed here as a Messenger of the Creator. This one would have you know that
when there is an identification made by those who come to you in spirit, we must be in the understanding that we
are here simply because there is a necessity and it is the will of the Creator. Understand that you have known for

many eons that there are those in the Spirit Realm who serve the will of the Creator as well as those on Earth serve
the will of the Creator. And so this one comes in the will of the Creator but for a purpose that will subscribe to
that which is the will of the Creator for you. Understand that this one will come simply to give information and
will allow the will of the Creator to be done through this and through the one who is the instrument.
First, as you sit here gathered as OMEGA you are being endowed at this moment with a special offering of
Spiritual energy that will further give you the strength that you need during this time together. It will open your
hearts to share with each other; it will open your minds to absorb that which is given by others in the group here
gathered. It would not be difficult for you in turn to share the information here given with others who could not be
present but who had the desire to be present.
This one does come at this time to further enhance the information that has been previously given. And so this
one would simply outline for you a plan that you need to follow in the days ahead.
As you are fully aware, much is happening with the Universe at this time. Much is taking place upon the Earth
plane. it has been known by those in Spirit, for many eons. that this time would come upon the Earth Plane when
there would be much destruction; but also it was prepared by our Creator that although the Earth Plane would suffer
much by the destruction that would take place, we have been offered the opportunity to work with you t prepare you
to meet the challenges that come to you. Think of them as opportunities to further serve our Creator.
This one would say, then, that the energy an the blessings are being given at this time t strengthen you
spiritually.
Next, as you are gathered here it is know that you have become deeply aware of your purpose and are now
devoting much time in thinking upon those things of spiritual value; and you will fir that you have grown in spirit
to the extent that you can now understand those messages that an given to you now through thought. This is
important to you, because during the time ahead you will not have time to meet with others who are OMEGA in
order to receive the guidance that is needed to act. There will be times when people come to you who will need
immediate assistance; and you must be able too call upon those of us who are in Spirit for assistance at that time.
Many of you will find yourself in situations that you will be unable to cope with without the help of the Spirits;
and at that time you must be receptive too allowing the mental aspect of your physical body to receive the thoughts
which come to you.
And so we come to allow you to know that we who come in Spirit are simply here to help you. We would ask
that you accept this. . . . that those things which are occurring on the Earth at this time are simply forewarnings of
that which is to come. You are seeing at this time great devastation upon the Earth. . .not only that which is hatred
between mankind with violence, murders, and over-running of other Spirits-in-Body. It has been told to you that this
is due to the disturbance within the Earth. . .and it will continue. There will be no stopping that which is taking
place with regard to violence.
You have all seen the devastation due to acts of Nature upon the Earth. . . the flooding, the ruining of lives
with regard to their livelihood. You must understand that this is of a much lesser devastation than that which will
come. You have seen the inner disturbance of the Earth being shown through earthquakes on your land. You have
seen the devastation of the winds. You have seen the devastation by that which is simply known to you as ‘acts of
nature’ throughout the Universe.
We cannot come to you with the promise that this will not occur. These are not acts of spirit. These things are
acts of nature. You are well aware that you came to the Earth Plane at this time with the knowledge that these things
would occur. What you are preparing for will be of a much larger nature. We come simply to help you prepare
spiritually for that. If you can, at this time, imagine yourself faced with the possibility of destruction within your
own area. . .of the magnitude that is now being brought on the river area of your country. . .you would find that
you would have difficulty, perhaps, coping with it. We do not come to frighten you in any way, but we rather come
to strengthen you. Allow it to be known that you are given strength at this time to help you cope with whatever
may come.
We also would advise you that within the framework of what you have been receiving as messages from those of
us in Spirit, there has been much given that will help you prepare for those things that are ahead of you. We would
ask that you review what is necessary for you, with the understanding that now as you review you will come forth
with a more definite understanding of what is to be in the days ahead with regard to spiritual understanding on your
part.
Would you further accept this. Each of you have, as you are well aware, the Spirit Within you of great strength.

. .because it is of the Creator. But you further have added those who would come to protect you. . .your guardian of
Spirit and those who have passed to Spirit who have been very dear to each of you. It is to be your understanding
now that those who have been in your life, your loved ones, are to return now to work with you very actively with
regard to that which lies ahead for you. Open your hearts to receive love and strengthening from each of them.
Perhaps at this moment you could visualize the ones, perhaps many, who will be coming to you. Allow it to be so.
Accept them and know that they are here in Spirit. This is, of course, not as you had known them in physical body;
but perhaps it is with greater strength that they can come now. Know that this is to be an added blessing for you.
This one would remind each of you, too, that as you go forth from this place this day you must take with you
the knowledge that you have been here to gather strength from each one who is here. As you gather here, that which
is the energy of one will simply flow into the energy of another, until you are surrounded by energy that can be
taken back to your own home. We invite you to partake in this feast of energy, for indeed that is what this day is
for. . .to provide you with information, yes, but for you to feast upon the energy that is available to you, and upon
the Love that is available to you.
This one who comes as Messenger would tell, also, that there is within the confines of the Earth that which is
an opportunity for change. If within the hearts of all mankind there could go forth prayers for an outpouring of love
upon the Earth. . . not only for things of the Earth but also for those who are Spirit-in-Body. . .then that which is
to be the calamity about which we have spoken could be changed. Know that Love can provide that which is
necessary for all things. You have known that it is said that God is Love. If you believe in your hearts that this is
true, then you can understand that it is through mankind that this Love is shed abroad. And if ALL who are
OMEGA can find it within their hearts to daily pray that their Love will reach out and touch
another, and then that Love will reach out and touch another, those things on the Earth plane
can be changed. This is not something that HAS to occur but rather something that WILL
occur unless Love does become the instrument for all mankind on Earth to use.
We have within our means here in the Spirit Realm the availability of spiritual energy that can be given to each
of you to help you along your way. You have the opportunity to share the Love and Knowledge that you have been
given to help others along the way. We cannot dictate to you; we can simply recommend. But we would tell you
that it will be through Love that events can be changed. As you are well aware, Love can even turn the
harshest anger away; and inasmuch as all things within the Universe are of energy, and Love does indeed put forth
positive energy, there is the opportunity to bring about change.
This perhaps seems to be a large understanding for those of you who are here; but understand that when the one
who was the Christ was on Earth, those who took the responsibility of taking abroad the teaching of the Christ
Spirit were simply of a small group. You perhaps look upon yourself as a small group, but you can change the
Earth. And if there is not the opportunity for this change to come, then there will be that which has been called ‘the
chaos.’ You are preparing for that, because from this which is the Spirit Realm it appears that there will indeed be
that calamity.
We would ask you yet to send forth the prayers and meditate upon Peace and Love on Earth. Perhaps if only it
can help to change the condition that will exist so it will not be no severe, that will help to a great extent. But this
one who comes as Messenger would say that without your pray’ and love there can be no change.
This one would ask you with all love at this time to picture within your own mental self what it would be like
at this moment if this spot were shaken by that which is an earthquake of such great magnitude that nothing would
be left standing. Picture the horror for all people in this area.
Picture the devastation and those who would be suffering. . .the lack of food, of water, of necessities for living
as Spirit—in-Body.
Know that these things will occur, but not of the magnitude that can be expected at that time which a chaos can
envelope your land of America. You are OMEGA. You took on the responsibility of this time when you were in
Spirit. You are well aware of this. We would ask you now, from the Spirit Realm, to simply go forth with the
knowledge that you have been chosen, that you will make the difference, and that you will survive this which is to
come. We would not expect you to be able to work miracles; but we will expect you to allow the knowledge that is
to be given to you to be used for the good of mankind.
Peace be with each of you. Know that this one will return when there is a need. And at this time the need appears
to be important for you. We ask that you accept our love and the outpouring of energy that can be given to you, and
that you allow those of us in Spirit to help us in your lives. Peace be with you.

JEY returns and would ask that you remember what has been said to you by the one who comes as Messenger.
JEY is aware, too, that those of you who have gathered here seek to hear more with regard to OMEGA and that
which you might prepare for the lays ahead. And JEY would ask that you be content now to allow one more to come
and communicate with you now. JEY is aware that this one has come in the past; but know, too, there is something
that must be said at this time by that one who is to come. Be at peace.
(At this time SECHA spoke through the voice of Malcolm of the Western KY group.)
We are SECHA. We welcome here those of you who are Pleadians, Arcturians, Andromedans, and several from
North Star. We greet you in Love and celebrate your strength and courage.
Our message is that you must live fearlessly. The lessons of your small trials are that you must live fearless of
change. This is the lesson you must teach those who will find themselves terribly afraid.
Cherish yourselves, each other, and all the creatures of this world.., those who may seem to be in error and those
who seen in harmony. Cherish all. Your power is that you have support and guidance from many realms... .angelic,
extra-terrestrial, and Universes far beyond your knowing. As you now know, change means birth, You now know
that birth must always cause pain, These are lessons that you are learning well. Be ready to share all you know with
those who will come to you in confusion and sadness, and let them know that we are not OMEGA! We are
OMEGA becoming ALPHA.
We celebrate our shared experience and we greet you with joy and send you forth to do your work in Love. Peace
be with us all. (End of message.)
JEY returns and would ask that you be receptive to what you have received. JEY comes now to advise that in the
days to come there will be more information given through writing; but there may be others now who would wish
to speak, and JEY would prepare the instrument to allow those of You who have the opportunity to share through
thought to allow your voices to be heard.
(The following came through Cynthia of the Cincinnati OMEGA. The very beginning of the message was not
recorded prior to the tape being changed.)
. . .with instruction to your lives this day, the knowledge that each one of you are changing in a wonderful way
and on a wonderful path, that each one of you resound to many levels of understanding in such an individual way. Is
it not an important way that each one of you are learning? Is it not a resounding way that each one of us travels in
different directions but meet together in the oneness of the Father?
There is joy in each one’s heart this day. If not we bring you joy and we give you nothing but Love and Comfort
as we always try in our utmost to do, although some of you do not accept the reality that reality is simply the
turning on of a light switch that would incorporate all levels of understanding of mind and heart.
If it were an easy task to do, would you not try to illuminate your soul? Would it not be easy to reflect upon the
waters of life’s resounding information that an individual life has constructed for you? Construction is an important
word this day. Construction is what is determining one’s path in a different direction, is it not? When a building is
constructed does it not require effort, planning and reconstruction of thought? Are we not reconstructing our path so
it would be in the Father’s will that all of us carry forth all the things that would be done unto Him?
Isn’t it wonderful that God reflects to us from this lake of knowledge the things that we need individually to carry
us through? Each one has a special and wondrous gift to share with one another. It is written in the word of God. . .
‘as you do what you love the most, it will show and reflect in your face’. It will show in your heart. It will show an
urgency as though it were a butterfly trying to get out of the heart. It would push and push until it would resound
unto the heavens; then it would be able to fly with wings with no effort.
Isn’t it wonderful that all of you are together this day in harmony and peace, when there is no peace and harmony
in many aspects of the world? Your prayers are ‘answered this day as any day. They are like on the wings of the bird
to the chambers of the Father of which the Messengers of life go forth and carry out those things that are destined
from the Father for everyone here.
There are special prayers that have been sent, reflections of prayers for those whom you love. Please father make
me in your likeness more closely, that I may do your will. Those prayers have gone up. There are prayers for those
who have tremendous ailments...whether of mind, spirit, or physical. They have been enjointly reviewed and many
have not been answered to satisfaction; but know, children, that each one who is ill is going through a

transformation. Each one of us would like to carry that illness for them and say, “Let me carry this away from you;
let me give you something more interesting to work with.”
Know that many of you have asked for abundance and for trips which you would like to take. In God’s world
there are many trips to be taken. The one that is most desired is one you would look more closely to, and the
aspect “I will that I will and Your will is Mine.”
There are ones here seeking advisement from their guides, their angels; and they are saying that they have closely
guarded information that would at times have been given but not resounded upon. In other words, “Well, that doesn’t
sound right. I will wait until tomorrow when it will be much easier to carry forth.”
And so when God in His infinite mercy will resound like the birds in the sky, it will reflect back in song to
you.. .one of which, if you are not listening quietly, will pass you by in the night.
We bring you peace in celebration this day, that all of you are together once again, that you are truly children of
the Light bringing light into shadows. It may not be so comforting sometimes to step into something that is
‘sticky’, but know that if something is ‘sticky’ and you have the strength to walk from it, it may be the little
residue, children, on these very shoes that will enable them to be exchanged for finer shoes!
It is within God’s anticipation for all of us that we be the best that we can be. Each day it nay not seem that you
are getting anywhere, but just the fact that you are trying to be better than you were the day before is the effort
which well pleases the Divine.
Many blessings to each and every one of you this day. Be the angel and celebrity that each of you is destined to
be, because you carry within you the tabernacle of the Father, and where you walk is Holy ground. Amen. (End of
Message)

JEY is here and would ask that others share if you have a desire in your heart to so do.
JEY comes now aware that there are those of you who have a desire to receive additional information, and can say
that there can be an opportunity in the hours to come where there can be information of an individual matter given.
JEY would ask that you remember in your hearts that we who have gathered with you this day will remain with you,
and you will understand that there is to be a further enlightening of your own awareness. Know that JEY comes in
Love and in the will of the Creator, and that we will return in the hours to cone if there is a need. Peace be with you,
and nay God grant you Love Eternal in your hearts in order that you may fully understand mankind, the needs of
mankind, and the Love of the Creator. Go now in peace Amen.
End of message
Note: Hopefully those who attended this one day meeting will be able to share with all of you who were not
present some of the Love and Joy that we felt. The energy level was incredibly intense, as was the feeling of Love
and caring that filled every heart. It was truly a spiritual feast. . .filled with sharing of our experiences and thoughts’,
singing, sharing of our many gifts, welcoming new seekers to our midst, and enjoying the delicious food that was
the labor of many generous hands.
I will continue to send our information that is given for OMEGA. In addition, we shall look forward to our next
‘gathering’ in Western Kentucky. Until then may we be always ready to share our knowledge and love with all who
come to us, as well as our time for prayers for peace on this Earth. Peace and Love.

